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Abstract 
Electroanalysis is one of the promising analysis methods for various aspects. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), a novel 
carbon form, has been also exploited as an electrode material in electroanalysis as a result of its extraordinary 
electronic, chemical and mechanical properties. In addition, CNTs is also stable and robustness and is compatible 
with various chemical and biological species, hence the nanotubes’ abilities recognized to various analyzes associated 
to those species.  However, not only the electrode materials can influence the electrode electrochemical properties, 
but also the electrode orientation or architecture does. This paper, therefore, reviews various carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) oriented architectures practically employed in electroanalysis for different purposes. Those include 1) CNTs 
casting films and CNTs polymer composites, (2) CNTs paste and polymer composites, (3) as grown CNTs and 
individual CNT and (4) CNTs arrays. 
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1. Introduction 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is the most modern form of carbon consisting of a graphene sheet rolled up 
to form a tube with remarkable electronic, chemical and mechanical properties [1-3]. There are three 
types of CNTs; multi-walled (MWNTs), double-walled (DWNTs) and single-walled (SWNTs). CNTs is 
proved to possess distinct electrochemical behaviors from other carbon-based electrode materials. It can 
promote the electron transfer (ET) of various biological and chemical species, including proteins, 
enzyme, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), neurotransmitters, and etc. [4-12].  It can also lower 
the detection limit, increase the sensitivity, decrease overpotential, resist the surface fouling and reduce 
the peak to peak separation [13]. Therefore, CNTs is intensively exploited in electrochemistry for more 
than two decades since their discovery. The ET processes at the CNTs electrode is actually the same as in 
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a conventional electrode, but the most contributed fast ET of the CNTs electrode is the electron 
transportation within the CNTs itself. This strongly depends on its structures, surface modification, the 
synthesis methods and the orientation of the CNTs [6, 14]. In addition, the electrochemical activity and 
stability of the electrode are influenced by the electrode preparation and pretreatment and the electrode 
construction [15-19]. As a result, electrodes with various orientated architectures have been developing 
for electroanalysis to improve their stability and electroanalytical performance in various aspects [20, 7, 
13, 21-22]. Those include (1) CNTs casting film and its polymer composites, (2) CNTs paste and polymer 
composites, (3) as-grown CNTs and individual CNT and (4) CNTs arrays, which will be reviewed here.
2. CNTs casting film & its polymer composites 
CNTs casting film is the most popular architectures used in electroanalysis as a result of its fabrication 
ease. The film can be typically casted on a surface of a conventional electrode or on an insulating 
substrate with Ohmic contact and used directly as an electrode [23] or by a novel electrostatic spray 
deposition [24]. The latter provides well-entangled and interconnected porous structures with good 
adherence to the substrate surface. The casting CNTs film was first used by Musameh and coworkers 
[25]. However, Lawrence et al. [26] has claimed that the properties of CNTs casting film are strongly 
dependent on a dispersing agent. In addition, the leached-off of the film during the measurement due to 
the CNTs poor adhesion to the electrode surface and the CNTs solubility difficulty in most solvents, 
results in the inconsistent electro-catalytic reaction at the electrode [26, 27]. Therefore, several 
approaches have been conducted to improve the adhesion properties and the film reproducibility, 
including using a polymer-CNTs composite [22, 28-33]. Conducting and redox active polymer are 
incorporated with the CNTs powder to improve the film stability and facilitate as well as enhance the 
catalytic process at the electrode [28]. Those conducting polymers are namely (i) doped conjugated 
polymers, (ii) redox polymers, (iii) polymer composites, and (iv) polymer electrolytes, including, Nafion, 
polyaniline (PANI), polypyrrole. The polymer-CNTs mixture could be simply casted on the electrode 
surface but some could be deposited by means of the electrochemical polymerization method. The latter 
method provides the higher conductivity, the better mechanical stability and electrode integrity during the 
measurement [34-40].  
There are many factors affecting the CNTs electrode’s electrochemical characteristics, such as the 
CNT-to-polymer ratio and type of polymers. The lower the CNTs in the polymer matrix exhibited the 
better the electrochemical properties [41]. The polymer inherit properties significantly enhanced the 
electrode electrochemical properties. Those include the selectivity, antifouling and discriminative 
properties [42-46].  For instance, the Nafion’s permselective, antifouling and discriminative properties 
provide the electrode selectivity and reduce the electrode surface fouling [41]. The CNTs-polymer 
composite also has ability to lower overpotential of some species and lower the limit of detection, while 
enhances the distinguishability of the electrode [45]. These could expand the electrode electroanalysis 
capability particularly for real sample application where various species or interferences are coexisted. 
Some biomolecules, chemical redox species, nanoparticles, are also incorporated to enhance the 
electrocatalytic properties of the CNTs, including enzymes, proteins, DNA and etc. [35, 38, 47-48]. 
3. CNTs paste & composite electrode 
The CNTs paste electrode is generally prepared by first mixing the CNTs powder with a binder to 
assist dispersion and physical adsorption. Subsequently, this CNTs paste was packed in to a cavity 
forming an electrode. The diameter of the cavity attributes to the electrode size, hence the electrochemical 
characteristics [49]. Mineral oil is the common binder for CNTs paste electrode fabrication [50-53]. The 
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CNTs paste electrode surface can be renewable by only simply rubbing the surface on a weighing paper 
or a wet filter paper or by cutting using a sharp edge. Britto and coworkers [50] have reported on using 
CNTs paste electrode for the first time with bromoform as a binder. The electrodes showed a dramatic 
improvement in the electrocatalytic properties with reduced peak-to-peak separation ('Ep) and better 
reversibility and reproducibility. It was reported that CNTs-to-binder ratio affected the electrochemical 
properties of the electrode similar to that of the CNTs film [54]. High CNTs content leads to the mass-
limiting plateau associated with the slow ET which is indicated by the larger 'Ep.  
As a result of the unstable of the mineral oil paste CNTs electrode due to its soft texture, therefore, 
several kinds of rigid binders were used instead. Those include Teflon [55] and epoxy [56]. The 
CNT/Teflon electrode accelerated ET by decreasing the overpotential with surface fouling minimization 
and surface renewability compared to those of the graphite/Teflon electrode. CNTs/epoxy-composite 
(CNTEC) electrode with long-MWCNT (0.5–200 mm)-epoxy composite electrodes showed the better 
electrocatalytic activity towards NADH and hydrogen peroxide than the shorter-MWCNT (0.5–2 mm)-
epoxy composites. CNTEC electrodes also provided the better reversibility, well-defined peak, more 
sensitive and more stable electrode when compared to those of glassy carbon electrode (GCE). The 
CNTEC is more robust in terms of mechanical strength compared to CNTs paste or CNTs/Teflon 
electrode. Some biomolecules, redox species, and/or some nanoparticles could be incorporated into the 
CNTs paste to provide synergistic catalytic and selectivity action at the electrode, including DNA [57-
58], ferrocene [59-60], enzyme [60], hemoglobin (61) platinum (Pt) nanoparticles [62], and etc. These 
pave the way for further applications of the CNTs electrode for those compatible species electroanalysis. 
4. CNTs bundles & individual CNT  
In electroanalysis, the macroelectrode nature’s disadvantageous, such as an iR drop and larger 
capacitive current are concerned, therefore a variety of means aiming to suppress the drawback have been 
developed using microbundles CNTs or individual CNTs electrodes. Nugent and coworkers [38] have 
reported for the first time on using CNTs microbundles directly without any treatment for electrochemical 
behavior investigation. Later in 2005, Kaempgen and Roth [63] fabricated ultra microelectrodes from 
MWNTs bundles obtained from CVD technique, by picking the bundles from the aligned MWNTs 
forests. The ultra microelectrode exhibited an excellent electrocatalytic activity with small capacitive 
current. Boo et al. [64] and Shen et al. [65] fabricated the nano CNTs electrodes with the aids of field 
emission scanning electron microscope and piezoelectric nanomanipulators which exhibited similar 
electrochemically properties to that of the carbon fiber probe. We also reported the microelectrode 
behavior at an as-grown ultralong aligned MWNT bundles macro-electrode, simply fabricated with bare 
hand on a glass substrate and exposed only the side wall of the cylindrical bundles [66]. The 
microelectrode characteristics, resulted from the electrode shrinkage owing to the capillary action during 
the potential cycling at the electrode, consequently, pulling the adjacent bundles came closer, were 
obtained. The electrode also exhibited a simultaneously distinguish ability to ascorbic acid and dopamine 
which normally co-existed in real sample. We also found excellent electrochemical sensing capability at 
an electrode using the same fabricating technique, but from an electro-spun DWNT fiber [67]. However, 
the spun fiber DWNTs electrode acted like the macro-electrode as the bundles was closely packed during 
the electro-spinning process, consequently no-space among the bundles available for the capillary action 
to occur as observed in the as-grown bundles.  
Individual CNT also plays an important role in electroanalysis as the size does effect the 
electrocatalytic reaction. The CNTs’ extremely small size and its high conductivity and high mechanical 
strength make the individual CNT electrode very promising in electroanalysis. SWNT has been reported 
that it indeed acts as a genuine quantum wire [68]. Kong and coworkers [69] have reported for the first 
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time the use of an individual semiconducting SWNT wire as an electrode for gas sensing by placing the 
individual CNTs in a sealed glass flask with the electrical feed through and flowing the gas through the 
flask, while monitoring the resistance of the SWNT. Several groups have reported the superior 
electrochemical performance at the individual CNTs electrode [70-71] providing more understanding of 
the CNT electrochemical behavior. To date, various advanced techniques for micro/nano-fabrication are 
available which could be employed to aid the individual CNTs micro/nanoelectrode manipulation [72-
75]. Electrode from the bundles CNTs, even though, seems to be effortless regarding to the electrode 
fabrication, however advance technology instrument is still needed for manipulating the electrode size 
consistency. 
5. CNTs arrays  
CNT arrays have been exploited to achieve the nano/microelectrode characteristics. The arrays must 
have the individual inter-spacing larger than the individual radius, consequently obtain the properties at 
each individual nanotube electrode [76-78]. There are various ways to obtain the CNT arrays. One way is 
by directly growing the vertically aligned-CNTs on a pre-patterned substrate, then an insulating layer is 
applied to cover all over the inter-spacing allowing only the ends of the CNTs exposed as electrochemical 
active nanoelectrodes arrays, where an electrochemical action can take place [79]. Variations of the 
height of the tubes were used as a tool to control the average tip to tip separation. In addition, CNTs 
arrays could be grown on a template, such as mesoporous silica [80], anodic alumina oxide (AAO) [81] 
templates. The length and the diameter of the CNTs and the inter-spacing of the CNTs arrays are 
controlled by the thickness, the diameter and the inter-spacing of each pore on the templates, respectively.   
Sotiropoulou and Chaniotakis [7] have reported for the first time using an array of MWNTs-CVD 
growing on a Pt substrate. Excellent and unique electroanalytical characteristics were observed paving the 
way for biosensor development from CNTs in such architecture. Soundarrajan et al. [82] have developed 
a simple pyrolytic method for large-scale production of aligned CNTs arrays perpendicular to the 
substrate, which can be transferred and further modified to achieve particular desired characteristics 
without impairing the CNTs alignment and its electrocatalytic activity. Similar method was also applied 
on vertically aligned MWNTs growth, then insulated within a silicon dioxide (SiO2) matrix exposing only 
the tips as working electrode arrays [83]. The lower density CNTs arrays displayed the better 
electroanalytical characteristics than that of higher density arrays by providing the lower limit of 
detection [15, 78 and 83].   
6. Conclusion 
Various publications illustrate how CNT is a potential candidate for analytical chemistry which 
inspires future interest in this science. With their unique properties, CNTs has been intensively 
investigated in the analytical chemistry among other fields. The exploration of CNTs for feasible design 
as novel electrochemical sensors is still in its beginnings as various phenomena are still unclear and new 
CNTs architectures have also been producing. As size, construction and orientation of the CNTs 
electrodes are crucial for its electrochemical properties, there are various ways of CNTs tailoring to 
achieve the electrode desired electroanalysis properties and yet to be investigated.  
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